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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 
It’s time for your Brain Massage®! [TRUTH] 
I’m going to talk to you about aliens and spaceships; so, let’s do a 
touch and go on top news stories: 
Israel takes out another Hamas commander as fighting in Gaza 
escalates, and the US House of Representatives, under the 
Leadership of the new Speaker, Mike Johnson, passed the Israel Aid 
package bill without attaching it to another increase in financial 
support for Ukraine!  So far, it’s promise made, promise kept! 1

Way to go, Bibi! Netanyahu says NO to Biden’s cease fire  — even 2

though the phony Biden tried to fool him by calling it a “pause.” 
Hey, Biden, put some real pressure on those vile baby murdering 
terrorists to release the hostages. But then, perhaps that does not 
move a man who believes it’s a good thing to behead babies while 
they are in the womb. 
So what about the latest effort to silence TRUMP? NY Atty General, 
Letticia James has dragged the President and his family into court 

 958.6.1-ISRAEL (2) NTD Television on X/ "There was intense fighting in Gaza 1

overnight, and another Hamas commander was killed. Families of the hostages and 
legal experts have been decrying the Hamas terrorist group for crimes against 
humanity. @TelevisionNTD brings you the latest on the Israel–Hamas war. https/t.co/
2C3rLYHrvd" / X https-//twitter.com/TelevisionNTD/status/1720490271270387952?
s=20

 958.6.2-Netanyahu Rejects Biden/ No 'Pause' in Fighting Without Release of 2

Hostages https-//www.breitbart.com/middle-east/2023/11/03/netanyahu-rejects-biden-
no-pause-in-fighting-without-release-of-hostages/
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forcing him to defend himself against a charge of fraud alleging he 
overvalued his New York properties in loan applications. 
In case you have not been following this, it’s an obvious farce. 
First, the loans Trump secured were all paid back in full with 
interest. So no one was defrauded. 
Second, if this idiot thinks Wall Street Bankers and lenders do not 
check their loan documentation, she is stupid! No bank is going to 
let go of millions of dollars in loans unless they are confident the 
properties set forward as collateral are actually of sufficient value to 
cover their risk! e woman is scary stupid — and what I mean is 
you add dumb to evil people and give them the kind of power she 
wields as the NY State Atty, you get this kind of human rights abuse 
of an American citizen! What a Maroon! 
And third, as I understand it, testimony was given in court today 
(Friday) showing Trump UNDERVALUED the properties. His 
brand alone could as much as triple their value.  3

So one of his attorneys, Alina Habba (the name is Algerian), in a 
short presser on the steps of the NY Court, went off on failed and 
bitter Gubernatorial candidate Letticia James, who landed the NY 
State Atty General job promising to persecute Trump on behalf of 
the STOP TRUMP AT ANY COST campaign, garnering plenty of 
Deep State support and money—anyway, Trump’s atty called 
Letticia out publicly for the FRAUD she is perpetrating on Trump, 
the American people and the citizens of New York. 
ose wicked God hating, America despising, Constitution 
defying, human rights denying, demon possessed children of 
disobedience are trying to STEAL the voice of the American people
—“they” always rule contrary to the will of the PEOPLE. 

 958.27.3-Trump lawyer absolutely EXPLODES on NY AG Letitia James, exposes her 3

ruthlessly https-//rumble.com/v3tfwcy-trump-lawyer-absolutely-explodes-on-ny-ag-
letitia-james-exposes-her-ruthles.html?mref=22lbp&mc=56yab
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You know who “they” is, right? ey hate justice and judgment and 
equity, they pervert the law into a political weapon, they care for 
nothing but power, and to protect it, they will glibly destroy their 
own house, like the foolish woman, she plucks down her own house 
with her hands (Proverbs 14:1). 
Just like little boys who are would-be-tyrants, like Newsome, who, 
as Mayor of San Francisco, defied the WILL OF THE PEOPLE OF 
CA and issued marriage licenses to homosexual couples in direct 
defiance against the VOTE of CALIFORNIANS who voted to limit 
marriage to the union between one man to one woman. Newsome 
imagines himself to be THE LAW, he is above the WILL OF THE 
PEOPLE. 
So we should not be surprised that as Governor, Newsom defied 
the will of the people of CA who in 2016, voted to keep the Death 
Penalty, but bully Newsom defied the people of CA abusing his 
authority by halting capital punishment in CA. He was, rightly, 
accused of arrogance in the article: Gavin Newsom’s Death-Penalty 
Overrreach,  of defiance of the voters,  and despite for the victims 4 5

of 737 “stone cold killers,” in a Trump Tweet, [IBID], by the 
CAGOP of San Diego County of thwarting the will of the CA 
voter,  and by Los Angeles Times’ George Skelton of kissing off CA 6

voters in the article Capitol Journal: Gov. Gavin Newsom is 
developing a bad habit: ignoring the will of voters.  7

 https://www.nationalreview.com/2019/03/gavin-newsom-california-death-penalty-4

moratorium-executive-overreach/

 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1105795445794717697?5

ref_src=twsrc^tfw|twcamp^tweetembed|
twterm^1105795445794717697&ref_url=https://www.lamag.com/citythinkblog/gavin-
newsom-death-penalty/

 https://us1.campaign-archive.com/?6

e=&u=9ef6dfedcd3342ceccdb7f3f3&id=55dfadd2b9

 https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-pol-sac-skelton-gavin-newsom-voters-20190321-7

story.html
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en, surprise, surprise, a poll shows up two weeks aer the 
avalanche of bad press that was obviously contrived that according 
to this other Times article “suggests … his moratorium might be 
more inline with public sentiment than maybe even he suspected.” 
[IBID] 
Uh huh! Ask the more than 500,000 Californians that have fled the 
state in the last two years alone!  And ask the way more than 700 8

thousand who who fled between April of 2020 and July of 2022. Are 
you ready for this, “the number of those leaving California 
surpassed the number of people moving in by MORE THAN 
700,000.”  at is astounding! Friend, the 700 thousand is not the 9

gross number that le, although it is gross; it’s the net, aer 
adjustment is made for those who came in!!!! 
Anyway, while Gruesome Newsom is preening for dictators in 
China trying to look presidential not even aware Xi Ji made him 
look like an unwelcome cockroach, getting back to the only US 
President Ji has respected, Donald Trump, here is an encouraging 
headline: “Judge Aileen Cannon SCOLDS Jack Smith In Fiery 
Order.”   10

is is the Judge overseeing the President’s election interference — 
what’s that? No, I don’t mean Biden; not yet! He will be brought up 
on charges for election interference, but not yet. I mean the bogus 
trial Biden has ordered against Trump — excuse me; if you keep 
interrupting me — I know you want me to get it right! What is it? 
Well, maybe you don’t know that Biden ordered this hit job on 

 958.33.1-Over 500,000 people left California in two years/ report https-//nypost.com/8

2023/02/18/over-500000-people-left-california-in-two-years-report/

 https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2023-02-15/californias-population-has-9

dropped-by-more-than-half-a-million-in-about-two-years-why “CALIFORNIA’S 
population dropped by 500,000 in two years as exodus continues” contains a 
statement that since 2020, the total change in population exceeds a 700k decrease.

 958.27.4-NEW/ Judge Aileen Cannon SCOLDS Jack Smith In Fiery Order https-//10

trendingpoliticsnews.com/new-judge-aileen-cannon-scolds-jack-smith-in-fiery-order-
mstef/
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Trump, but know it the same way I know 2 and 2 are four — simple 
logic. e same way everyone knows Nixon “ordered” the 
“Watergate” break-in, the same way we all knew the CIA plotted 
and assassinated JFK, the same way … okay, right! It’s a plausible 
allegation that has not yet been proved but every intelligent human 
being knows what’s going down here. 
So the Biden Department of inJustice appointed special counsel 
Jack Smith, leading the Biden administration’s scandalous attack on 
Trump’s campaign in an open and obvious effort to interfere with 
the 2024 election, is trying to get a court to rule Trump interfered 
with the 2020 election — we need to expand on what Bongino calls 
the Bongino rule — whatever the Democrats are alleging is a 
revelation of what they are doing — to a rule of law, that whatever 
the Democrats are alleging Conservatives are doing is admissible in 
court as a CONFESSION OF WHAT THEY ARE DOING OR 
HAVE DONE. Anyway, the latest effrontery against justice by Mr. 
Smith is an effort to get the court to allow him to withhold certain 
documents obtained from Mar-a-Lago that are being used in 
evidence against him in the court!!!! I know! 
ankfully, this crossed a line for judge Aileen Cannon, and she 
rebuked Mr. Smith soundly!!! [IBID]. 
Talk about “crossing lines.” I’m looking at a picture of a young 
female field hockey player who plays for Swampscott, MA Big Blue 
Athletics — they played Dighton-Rehoboth, MA. e Swampscott 
team has a male player, he is wearing Jersey No. 2. He knocked the 
teeth out of the mouth of a Dighton-Rebhoboth female player — he 
could have killed her.  
All the “lines” are being erased. e line between male and female 
is gone; and with it went the line between justice and injustice. A 
guy can play on a girls team if he decides he is a girl. e wicked, 
slack-jawed traitor and oath breaker Merrick Garland can appoint a 
special prosecutor to trample all over Trump’s civil and 
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Constitutional rights if he decides it’s an act of justice to make sure 
his boss, Biden, gets elected. In a society where gender is what you 
decide it is, justice also is whatever you decide it is!  11

A word on CHINA:  
When I watched Xi greet Newsom it was so obvious he had zero 
respect for the little would-be dictator; clearly it was an annoyance 
to even be in the room with the CA governor; really, Ji’s body 
language and visage was all like why am I meeting this guy! I’ll bet 
whoever got paid off for arranging that meeting is going to hear 
about it! Anyway, did you know Xi Ji Ping - pong had Winnie the 
Pooh banned in China? Yeah! e Chinese people were comparing 
Xi to Winnie and he did not like that! So that’s what you do when 
you are a real dictator, you have the awesome power to ban Winnie 
the Pooh - must have made Xi feel like a real man — no doubt 
Newsom is taking notes. 
But something is happening in China. e COVID restrictions 
were especially onerous and stringent — and the ban on Winnie, 
well, that we too much! at crossed a line. On Halloween, in 
Shanghai, the Chinese people took the opportunity to dress in 
costumes that mocked the authorities in China.  e people went 12

to the streets in costume depicting State Health Officials mocking 
the COVID test swabs in nostrils of a costumed Dinosaur; making 
a mockery of the COVID lockdown measures. Some others were 
wearing Winnie the Pooh costumes, wearing death masks with a 
COVID edict hanging over his face, one in a costume mocking the 
surveillance state of CCP controlled China — it was all lots of fun 
till the police showed up and busted up the party — they did not 
show us any state violence, but that’s Shanghai, and as you know, 

 https://twitter.com/Nicoletta0602/status/1720283268535214259?s=20  Watch the 11

game here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2a3eKG-rXpQ 

 958.6.3-CHINA Shanghai showcased their own creativity by donning costumes in 12

order to mock CCP https/t.co/fEclx9OYuL" / X https-//twitter.com/ChinaInFocusNTD/
status/1720097658260570551?s=20 
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the city has a long history of using deceptive tricks, intimidation. 
and violence to turn free people into slaves—you’ve heard of being 
Shanghaied? e CCP has Shanghaied China! 
Oh, and don’t let RFK fool you, or Shanghai your vote — he was 
and really is all in for the “green new deal: speaking of AOC’s Green 
New Deal he said, “I think the green new deal is important, it’s 
good, we ought to be pursuing it,” And “I believe we should use 
market mechanisms like carbon taxes …”  13

Hold on through the break, my friends; when I get back we will talk 
about extraterrestrials and space ships! What does the BIBLE say? 
I’ll be right back! 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 
liberty. 
I received a link to a video of a guy purporting to have received the 
testimony from a former black ops CIA agent who worked within 
the CIA in a division so secret not even the President was read into 
their activities; they had zero civilian oversight, and zero 
accountability to civilian government — in other words, they 
conducted their operations with total, he called it, absolute 
autonomy.  
is particular operative, who called himself Joseph Spencer,  
described how he was recruited and trained to become what he said 
the CIA called a “Man in Black.” Now wait, don’s start snickering — 
how many old Syfy’s have you watched and noticed the striking 
parallels to what’s going on in this country right now! Just sayin’. 
Don’t stop listening! is gets really interesting! 

 958.27.5-RFK endorses AOC’s Green New Deal https/t.co/qbRrpvHf02" / X13
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He talked about being drugged with LSD, heroine, mescaline, 
sodium-pentothal  — in other words, they pretty much fried his 14

brain; I suppose they gave him some other more serious training, 
but this is all he mentioned. He tells us he was assigned to work 
with the collection of alien technology and enforcement and 
protection of the Eisenhower Treaty with the Greys—remember, 
that’s what the UFOLOGISTS call the extraterrestrial beings from 
another unnamed planet who travel here by space cra, abduct 
humans to conduct experiments on them.  
Mr. Joseph Spencer tells us when he went to the academy he 
discovered about 1/3 of the recruits were alien/human hybrids — 
and he could identify them by the fact they had no white in their 
eyes. All black! But then a picture of one of these hybrids had 
spooky, weird eyes, but there was some white, so! Many such 
inconsistencies show up in these stories, by the way! 
e purpose and mission of the space invaders varies but that is 
accounted for by the testimony of one who said they will tell you 
anything to get what they want from you, but at the end of the day, 
they want the population of the planet to be brought down to about 
800 million — that’s something like a 95% reduction in the 
population of planet Earth.  
You can go here to view the under 15 minute video.  And this 15

article has a lot of other links you might enjoy looking at. 
is basic narrative has been around for a very long time: 
beginning with “we are not alone”; to space aliens seeded the earth 
with humanoids, and claim to be our “Creator.” It goes in different 
directions from here: Earth is a farm tended by space aliens who 
harvest energy from the release of anguished souls in death. is is 

 https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34198331/ For correct spelling of sodium pentothal 14

and its use.

 https://humansbefree.com/2021/11/men-in-black-operative-exposed-the-alien-15

agenda.html
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how they explain suffering; our suffering enhances the energy 
released to our “creators” when we die — the Greys, you know, the 
triangle shaped faces with large foreheads and very thin chins, with 
long lanky bodies — about 6’ to 7’ — with arms so long their 
fingertips reach below their knee caps — they usually have three 
fingers and a thumb, long nails, you know; you’ve seen the pictures. 
ey flit about in space ships that zoom through space at speeds of 
light and come from other planets, usually from another universe; 
sometimes from another dimension. Another inconsistency.  
So long as we are useful to them, and feed them sufficient human 
energy, they will have an interest in keeping us, much like a farmer 
keeps his crops; you know.  
But for some reason, not explained, they want a huge crop 
reduction; they want the population to be reduced by 95%, and the 
deal that has been made between the government elites and the 
Greys is that we will carry out this population reduction. at’s why 
AIDS was invented in a Lab; Fauci was not mentioned directly, but 
he does look rather like a lizard man; maybe he is a hybrid human/
alien. 
Of course, this is odd, how the AIDs thing impacted the Gay 
community almost exclusively — and continues to be a gay life-
style affliction, along with many others, by the way. It was so 
exclusive to the homosexual community it was at first named 
GRIDS — Gay Related Immunodeficiency Syndrome. But 
according to Spencer, actually, AIDS was designed to reduce the 
general population. It worked so well, they plotted to make a super 
flu bug, and that turned out to be COVID —  
ere really was nothing particularly new here, at least I’ve heard 
various versions of the same narrative many times before.  
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It’s all discussed in the Alien Plot, or, he called it, the Alien Agenda. 
Here is the article.   16

In short, Mr Spencer, actually, it flips at the end and you realize the 
guy you are watching is reading the testimony of someone else, 
anyway, Spencer is represented as testifying of personal encounters 
with the Greys (a name given by UFOLogists to the Aliens they 
claim entered into a Treaty with American President Dwight 
Eisenhower in 1954. e agreement was that in exchange for 
advanced technology, to give us military superiority, we would keep 
quiet about the existence of the aliens among us and allow them to 
abduct humans for experiments without interference. 
So they are having trouble getting population growth under 
control, aer all their efforts, it just keeps growing. So they need 
total world or global control — CCP China is the model — so 
finally, they can simply set a limit on age and kill of the excess 
population — a sort of FINAL SOLUTION for global 
overpopulation. 
One of the technologies we have is holographs that are so 
profoundly real looking you cannot distinguish them from reality. 
According to Spencer, the plan is to have population under control 
of a one world government by 2030. And in 2024, they are going to 
launch a major world event that will collapse all the nations into a 
global government. A huge holographic illusion of a massive space 
invasion will be projected in the sky. Of course, holographs can’t do 
anything kinetically. So physical aircra equipped with highly 
advanced missiles and other ordinance will be hidden within the 
holographs. ese will attack all the major cities of every country in 
a coordinated assault. e people of the world will believe we have 
been invaded by aliens from space and taken over and enslaved by 
the aliens. 

 958.0.2-The New World Order Agenda is the Alien Agenda - Humans Be Free https-//16

humansbefree.com/2015/10/the-new-world-order-agenda-is-the-alien-agenda.html
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A one world government will emerge with the power to totally 
control all Earth’s resources, and use force to control all mankind 
deciding everything for them, including when and how they will 
die.  
Okay, here is the thing. A whole lot of this nonsense is true — there 
is a plot to depopulate the planet, the elites are fully invested in that 
plot. But the overall narrative is nonsense. However, there is a great 
deal of truth here. 
For example, there are spirit entities that are attempting to invade 
the planet and take over mankind, and use them to implement and 
carry out the will of their leader in the Earth that are malevolent 
against mankind and desire to reduce the population to a sufficient 
number to serve as slaves to these entities that they can control 
absolutely. ese spirit entities are called devils and their master is 
the DEVIL. 
ere are also benevolent spiritual entities that are present to resist 
this effort on the behalf of the TRUE CREATOR of mankind, the 
GOD and FATHER of our LORD JESUS CHRIST. e leader of 
these spirit entities is none other than the HOLY SPIRIT who 
inhabits believers and works with and through them to resist the 
Devil and his devils and the humans they occupy and control. 
ese spirit entities do use ships to travel through space. Ezekiel 
saw the CHARIOT of GOD; Elisha helped his servant see what he 
could see, the angels of GOD surrounding Dothan protecting them 
from the Syrian army — and what he saw was a ring of chariots of 
fire protecting them.  
So there are extraterrestrial beings also, creatures that have a 
correspondence to those that live on earth but they are 
extraterrestrial — they originate and exist off this planet, but can 
visit this planet. ere are horses in heaven, and creatures called 
Cherubim, with faces and hands, and wings — those assigned to 
the THRONE OF GOD have four faces, a lion, an ox, an eagle and a 
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man. ese all correspond to creatures on the land and air of the 
Earth. None represent the creatures of the sea. Well, it just happens 
that there is another Cherub, that was called the covering cherub, 
and it is identified as Lucifer, which is Satan, and that creature is 
called Leviathan in Job 41; Psalm 74:14; 104:26; and Isaiah 27:1. He 
is a sea creature—and at one time it was among the four that 
surround the throne, only this one covered it. He also is the 
creature that covets dominion of the Earth and to be an angel of 
light, usurping the place of GOD in the lives of mankind — 
He wanted the image and likeness, but GOD gave it to man, so 
Satan desires to subordinate man out from under the TRUE GOD 
and make man a servant of him — 
So, isn’t that interesting. You see, there is not a single story line man 
has ever conceived that did not originate in the BIBLE. Did you 
know there are seven basic plots in literature.  Some say six.  17 18

Every one of these crazy space alien stories are betrayed at some 
point as lies — some where they will give it up; like when they 
claim these being are mankind’s creators, stuff like that. But not one 
of these narratives are original — every one is created from story-
line threads pulled from the BIBLE and woven into a fabricated 
“yarn.”   19

I’m going to address this Sunday morning during my Adult Bible 
Study: 9:30 AM at the LIGHTHOUSE. Come on by, have a cup of 
coffee on me, enjoy some worship with us and let’s get into this 
more deeply. My messages this Sunday are going to be relevant, and 
essential for every believer who is seeking a DIVINE 

 958.0.3-The Seven Basic Plots - Wikipedia https-//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/17

The_Seven_Basic_Plots

 958.0.4-Every story in the world has one of these six basic plots - BBC Culture 18

https-//www.bbc.com/culture/article/20180525-every-story-in-the-world-has-one-of-
these-six-basic-plots

 958.0.5-yarn (story) | WordReference Forums https-//forum.wordreference.com/19

threads/yarn-story.2685270/
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INTERVENTION into the mess we’ve made of America to save this 
ONE NATION UNDER GOD — before we all start learning 
Mandarin!  
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 
know if you see them.  
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. at’s 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 
email. 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 
805.314.2114. 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church.
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